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Kit Lotus Editorial—the world’s only magazine dedicated to scale model Lotus  

In can’t tell you enough how pleased I am to have 
Luca Tameo to present another TAMEO 1:43 scale 
model, this time the Lotus 99t from the 1987    
Monaco Grand Prix. I am also very honoured to 
showcase the work of his superb model building 
network. This time Michael Kelly from Australia is 
the builder and a very fine job he has made, in fact, 
Michael edits many of the tutorials on the TAMEO 
website giving step by step instructions how to build 
a successful model. I confess to having years of 
modelling experience but gaining something every 
time I see another modellers work. We are always 
learning. 

Hosting TAMEO reviews brings me to another topic 
and that is Lotus model news. I have to apologise 
for not being able to capture everything, that’s not 
really what I set out to do. However, there are shall 
we say, enlightened model makers and              
manufacturers who have spotted that Kit Lotus is 
indeed just a hobby platform with no commercial 
inclination but, it is a place where products can be 
brought to the attention of our niche market without 
any cost. You only have to look through any issue of 
Kit Lotus to tell you who these supporters are. 

 With a regular four figure readership across the 
globe, I would hazard a guess as to how many more 
platforms there are which do not carry any           
traditional advertising but which offer entirely free 
product awareness. I bet you can count them on 
one finger. Whilst it isn’t compulsory I have always 
been happy to promote all and any maker or     
manufacturer servicing our hobby with relevant 
items and after 14 years I’m still amazed how     
difficult it is sometimes to get organisations to offer 
up details and supply images of their product.    
Maybe they think there is a catch? Well, I can      
definitely say, there is no catch. If you have a scale 
model related Lotus product, Kit Lotus is a voice 
you can use. Kit Lotus remains, a 100% non-
commercial hobby platform. 

So there you have it, Kit Lotus Volume 15 issue 3 
and still going strong. To all Lotus modellers and 
collectors, I hope you have a glorious summer and 
not too cold a winter (to our southern hemisphere 
chums), but above all, please keep those Lotus 
model stories coming in. 

     JT 

Well it is summer at last but no one seems to have 
told the weather that here in the UK, manky rain and 
dull most of the time with only brief spells of summer 
sunshine. That doesn’t seem to have put people off 
doing outside things as modelling  operations have 
dropped away in favour of the great outdoors. That is 
my theory anyway for a slowdown in incoming       
articles, yet I have been busier than normal making 
models these last few weeks as well as having to 
keep up with the damn grass needing a mow.  

Now from what you read in this July issue you maybe 
wouldn’t think that is so, but I have found myself 
working on a couple of favours  involving two           
interesting models which I can’t show you just yet but 
I will later. 

When I have had time for my own models, I have 
been tinkering with the MG MODEL PLUS Lotus 25 
and taking two steps forward and one backwards, a 
theme familiar to all of us modellers. My Ayrton    
Senna 1:12 Lotus 97T had a brief excursion out of its 
box for a little fettle after my brain clicked a light on, 
but that is safely  back in its box now and waiting to 
go to Uncle Malcolm’s for a brief visit in September.  

Talking of Malcolm’s I hope to arrange to meet up 
there with the full size Lotus MK 2, the first           
opportunity since Covid, to do some measuring and 
photography that will help me move my 1:8 scratch 
build forward, in the meantime the part built chassis 
frame stares down at me from a shelf. 

I’m also building a couple of MK111Bs in 1:43 scale 
based on Mike Serrurier’s resin bodies, this project 
isn’t hush hush so I have shared with you where I am 
at. 

As usual it would be difficult to publish Kit Lotus   
without contributors and I am grateful  to Claudio 
Gianonne who delights us yet again with his quest for 
every Lotus race car that ever drove the circuits and 
showcases his Lotus 59 Moonraker conversion. 

Peter Stevenson shares with us his latest article,  
previously published in Model Auto Review Online 
delving into the lives of the early Lotus types. This 
time the MK IX gets his attention and gives us quite a 
lot of depth into the models that are available for one 
of Colin Chapman’s streamliners 
……………………………….  



97T  wing wire 

Long ago before lockdown,  January 2020 to be exact, I was wandering around the mezzanine at Classic Team 
Lotus feeling quite sorry for myself having spent the night in Accident and Emergency and now wearing       
various bits of plastic plumbing on my left leg.  Despite a clear instruction from the medics to go home and 
see my own GP now!!  I was determined to visit CTL as arranged and even though the visit had to be short, it 
as always, lifted the spirit to see those famous cars and the CTL team again and made a sleepless night 
worthwhile. 

At the top of the stairs are not one but two star cars from the Ayrton Senna era, the 99T and the 97T. Like 
most of the cars, I have been fortunate to see them several times before  but never noticed on the 97T, the 

thin tie wire between the wing end plates. 

In my collection I have the 1:12 scale Paul’s Model Art   
Lotus 97T and I was also sure that there would  something 
suitable to add the wire, lurking in my spares box. The job 
went on the lockdown list but I have about six models on 
the go at the moment hence it is only now that the work 
has been done.  

The spares box revealed a set of Top Studio 
Detail          stabilising rods for the undertray 
of 90s era models  in 1:20 scale. The set  
includes several straight lengths of 0.7mm 
wire which look a reasonable match. The kit 
also includes matching hexagonal fittings. 
This allowed me to drill both wing end plates 
and fit the wire with the hexagonal fittings. I 
added the JPS decals and the carbon fibre 
some time ago and now that this little tweak 
is complete I will be looking forward to       
including the 97T on our Kit Lotus display at 
Malcom Ricketts Racing Open Day in         
September. 

 

 

Lotus 97T  winner Portugal 1985 

Completed tie wire 1:12 scale Lotus 97T 



Fittipaldi Moonraker Lotus 59 from Claudio Giannone 

When the postman arrives with a very nice SPARK Lotus 59 in 1:43 scale depicting Reine Wisell 1971 Pau 
Grand Prix  winner, what is the first thing you do, after unwrapping ? Why, chop his head off of course!! Then , 

for good measure, strip the car of it’s sponsor logos and race numbers for 
good measure. I wasn’t too sure why Mr Wissell was given this most cruel 
treatment until I saw the outcome. 

Having already captured the 
AxelR version of the Moonraker 
Yachts sponsored Lotus 59 with the alternative “shovel” nose, Claudio Giannone decided the standard nosed 
version in Emerson Fittipaldi’s livery needed to be added to his massive collection. There was only one person 
to turn to who would realise this for him, Paolo Giardino who worked his magic once again with his                     
remodelling.  

The paintwork was the obvious change as was a new head to covert Mr Wisell to Mr Fittipaldi. A modification 
to the exhaust and changes to the front and rear wings were necessary to convert the Pau 1971 winner into 
the 1972 car. A scratch built airbox was created and to top everything off, Paulo created a new set of decals 

which when all      
assembled produced 
an excellent           
stablemate to sit 
against    Claudio’s  
original     AxelR   
Lotus 59.  

Claudio’s collection 
of 1:43 scale 
‘alternative’ Lotus 
must be heading 
over that 1000 mark 
by now. 

 

 

 

 

 Original AxeLR handbuilt Lotus 59 left 
alongside the converted resincast Spark 

Lotus 59 to the right. 



So what have you been up to since last time? 

I have been picking up the work on some parts on the Lotus 25 where I can but I have been so busy with other 
models. I had hoped to have it complete for the Malcolm Ricketts Racing open day in September but I’m not 
so sure now. Nevertheless, I won’t be rushing it, I had a disaster the last time I tried to move to quickly on it, I 
fixed the gearbox and rear suspension assembly on to the rear if the engine which meant using two pack 

epoxy resin on a large resin lug extending from the gearbox 
and mating with the engine block. Mounting the engine in the 
chassis frame was the easy bit, whereas the rear sub assembly 
will also be bolted the rear subframe . That comes next. Feeling 
really pleased with myself I mixed the epoxy and set the rear 
suspension assembly in place, left it to cure having been     
confident it had fixed in the right place, only to return to it later 
and find that the 
whole thing had 
sunk backwards 
about five de-
grees. Yukk! The 

only option was to carefully prise things apart and start again. It 
does now sit where it is supposed to sit so I quit that bit whilst I 
was ahead. Prior to that I made some brake lines using some 
small black tubing into which I inserted some 0.7mm wire and 
used TOP STUDIO hexagon fittings for the hose ends. The 
brackets are fabricated from some thin Aluminium with a   
shortened rivet to pin them to the assembly. Apart from that is 
all the progress I’ve made on the 25. 

One of the projects keeping me away from the 25 is a brace of 1:43 MK IIIBs which I have agreed to make on 
behalf of the IIIBs former owner. As the base I’m using a pair of Mike Serrurier IIIBs and re-working them     
because the owner would like a little more detail than is available on Mike’s excellent but basic models. I also 
decided to marry them to a pair of Austin 7 chassis by using a pair of South Eastern Finecast pre-war Austin 7 
tourer models. To be fair, Mike’s models don’t have any chassis details so the SEF kits seemed a good plan. 

Even these will need to be re-worked as the MK IIIB had the Ford 10 
front axle. So far I have cut the old front off both cars and reworked a 
new front with Milliput. At the moment the front looks like one of 
those characters from the TV animation Creature Comforts!! 

 

 

 



Modelling the Lotus Mk IX  by Peter Stevenson 

With their exciting new streamlined Mk VIII 1500cc engined sports racing cars proving a popular step forward 
from the kit based Mk VI, by 1955 Lotus was  receiving requests for a similar but smaller engined car that 
would be eligible for the still popular 1100cc racing class.  

And at the same time other customers, led by Lotus Mk VI owner Mike Anthony, wanted to race Mk VIII’s fitted 
with larger capacity 2-litre engines. 

So with this in mind, the next sports racing cars to emerge from the Lotus stable were the smaller engined Mk 
IXs and the larger engined Mk Xs. Chapman was particularly taken by the prospect of producing a larger     
engined car for the increasingly popular 2-litre class so in fact the Mk X development slightly preceded that of 
the Mk IX although both types still made their first appearance in 1955. This article focuses on the smaller 
engined Mk IX. The Mk X will be covered in a future article.   

To meet the clamour from prominent club racers for a smaller 
engined Mk VIII, it was decided to build a similar but shorter 
version of the Mk VIII design, its most visible external           
differentiation being slightly higher, thicker, and shorter tail 
fins. And to maintain a strong “factory” presence on the track, 
Chapman decided to build two “works” Mk IX cars for Team 
Lotus to campaign themselves in addition to the production of 
customer cars.  

The first Mk IX built was the first “works” car, road registered 
9 EHX and containing a 1467cc MG XPAG engine. This it will 
be noted was the same power plant fitted to the earlier Mk 
VIIIs. This first car also sported an ultra lightweight          
magnesium alloy bodyshell. A second works car was soon in 
preparation following the exciting news that a Lotus Mk IX 
entry had been accepted, for the first time, for the           
prestigious 1955 Le Mans event. This second works car 
(XPE 6), specially built and prepared for Le Mans, was fitted 
with a 1098cc Coventry Climax engine and was aluminium 
bodied as were all subsequent Mk IXs. 

Prior to Le Mans, two other 1098cc Coventry Climax FWA 
engined Mk IXs were completed and sent to the USA to  
compete in the 1955 Sebring 12 Hours event. Owned and 
driven by American entrants, the two cars for a time led the 
1100cc class until one was disqualified for receiving a 

pushstart (one of six cars suffering the same fate!) while the other dropped out well into the race in a racing 
accident. 

Following Sebring, the “Team Lotus” debut appearance at Le Mans with XPE 6 driven by Colin Chapman and 
Ron Flockhart began promisingly with the car recording the fastest average lap (97mph) in its class. However 
some 12hrs into the race with the car running well and keeping pace with the eventual class winning Porsche, 
Chapman was black-flagged for reversing unto 
the track after an “off’ into a sand trap. This inci-
dent was uniquely captured on camera. 

Two customer versions of the Mk IX were on   
offer and, following the Le Mans race, the higher 
specification Coventry Climax powered Mk IX’s 
were renamed the “Le Mans” model. A cheaper 
1098cc Ford Ten engined alternative was also 
on offer as the “Club” model.  In total some 30 
Mk IX’s were produced by Lotus with many works 
and customer wins recorded throughout the 
country………………….. 

 

Chapman’s infamous ‘off’ at LeMans which 
lead to his disqualification 



Modelling the Lotus MKIX by Peter Stevenson continued…... 

Perhaps because neither the Mk IX nor the Mk X managed to grab significant headlines on the international 
scene, similar to the Mk VIII, few contemporary models are known to have been produced of them.  

In 1956 however just after the Mk IX had been launched, Model Maker magazine published detailed scale 
drawings, produced by Vic Smeed, to enable scratch builders to construct a 1:12 scale model of the Mk IX   
using lime or obeche wood for the body and aluminium for the chassis. The model was intended to be used in 
the then increasingly popular sport of “tethered” (or “cable”) model car racing. These early models were     
attached to differing lengths of fishing line (15ft) or wire (30ft) depending on the size of the engine used.    
Engines ranged  from 0.5cc to 1.5cc and the cars ran around a circular track attached by their tether/cable to 
a central pole. Initially speeds were in the region of 40mph (64kph) but modern day machines with engine 
capacities between 5cc and 10cc are now achieving mind-boggling speeds of up to 216mph (348kph)!   

(featured in Kit Lotus Volume 12 issue 3—ED). 

French modelling maestro Raymond Daffaure 
(trading as “RD Marmande”) who was active from 
the late 1950’s to the late ‘70s and produced all his 
models by hand from balsa or deal wood is believed 
to have produced a 1:43 scale Mk IX. Regrettably I 
have never seen one of these nor been able to find a 
photograph of one. 

Sometime in the 1970’s the model maker generally 
regarded as the granddaddy of white metal kit      
producers, John Day, released a Lotus Mk IX in his 
Vainqueurs de Cource (V de C) range.  

 

But apart from these three earlier mentioned      
models, any other Mk IX I have found has been    
released by the more modern artisan kit builders. 

In this respect an excellent 1:43 scale white metal and 
resin kit of the Mk IX has been produced by Midlantic 
Models. This could be built up as either the Coventry  
Climax engined works car (XPE 6) in the form of the 
Chapman/Flockhart entry in the 1955 Le Mans 24 Hrs, 
(#48) or as the MG engined works car (9 EHX), as driven 
to a win at Crystal Palace (#67) later in the year by Colin 
Chapman.   

But undoubtedly the “Holy Grail” of Mk IX models is the 
very limited edition 1:43 scale handbuilt produced by the 
late Tim Dyke of MPH Models. Tim tended to build a  

maximum only 25 models of each subject modelled, 
so his masterpieces are very rare indeed (and very 
expensive!). Photographs of his Mk IX model in this 
feature will most certainly endorse the incredible 
quality of Tim’s work. The car featured is the Chap-
man/Flockhart Le Mans entry (#48)…………………... 

 

 

 

John Day Lotus Mk IX very nicely built and pre-
sented by Carel van Kuijk as the 1955 Snetterton 

wining car 34 (9 EHX) 

Two versions of the Midlantic resin/white 
metal 1:43 Mk IX once again very well built 

and presented by Carel van Kuijk 



Modelling the Lotus Mk IX by Peter Stevenson continued…………... 

Mike Serrurier from South Africa is believed to have included the Mk IX in his range of early Lotus cars but  
unfortunately I have seen no finished examples of this particular model. 

A unique variant of the Mk IX has also been modelled by Bruno Mea of MEA Kit 43. This was the unusually 
engined (for a Mk IX) 1500cc Connaught powered Mk IX of John Young and John Coombs (#38) as it appeared 
in the 1955 Goodwood Nine Hours event on 20 Aug 1955. In addition to its unusual powerplant, the actual 
car was considerably remodelled at the rear with a much lower and more rounded tail end, without fins, and 
with its exhaust exiting above the body and over the rear wheel. The race ended badly with the car going well 
until Coombs rolled it and broke a wheel mounting (thankfully without driver injury).  

 

With the Midlantic and MPH models now sadly out of            
production, Lotus enthusiasts without a Mk IX model in their 
collection are eagerly awaiting a promised release from        
resin-cast market leaders, Spark, who have announced this as 
a “future production”. The Spark model is expected to be of the 
most frequently modelled Mk IX, the 1955 Le Mans entry.  (Ed 
note, Midlantic models are thankfully now back into              
production under new ownership and are part of the ILLUSTRA 
MODELS collection). 

     PS 

My thanks to Peter Stevenson for allowing me to         
reproduce this article which first appeared in Model Auto     
Review online (MAR Online), a publication which               
I thoroughly recommend  to Kit Lotus readers , Mike    
Serrurier does have a MK IX in his stable (left) which will 
also make the MKX  but I too haven’t seen a finished   
version  - Ed. 

The Midlantic Models Lotus MKIX is thankfully now 
available again, UK stockists include MM Cars in the 
north and Grand Prix Models in the south. The kit is 
particularly enhanced with a nice set of photoetched 
wire wheels and aluminium machined wheel rims. 

Due for release soon, the SPARK ready 
built resincast in 1:43 scale could well 
make a dent in the kit market as like all 
SPARK models it is very well made and 
detailed for the money. 



Form and function, cars don’t have to be ugly to be succesful 

It is widely acknowledged that some of Colin Chapman’s Lotus creations set the bar for many areas of the   
motor industry and particularly motor racing .It isn’t coincidence that most of his milestone types are also   
aesthetically ground-breaking as well. It follows that these types also represent the biggest level of popularity 
in the scale model world to the many ardent Lotus collectors. Fortunately for us these beautiful motor cars 
have been captured in scale many times by the world’s model car makers as well as being copied at 1:1 scale 
by other motor racing manufacturers, in an effort to firstly catch up with Chapman and then to then to try and 
steal a march before his next brainwave would set them all back a peg. 

You don’t have to look far from the outset of Lotus production to find function linked to exquisite form. Take for 
example the Frank Costin bodied MKVIII and IX which took the small sports car world by storm with their 
streamlined curves. Both the VIII and the IX are quite 
rare when it comes to model cars but thank fully, they 
are available. ILLUSTRA models list the most famous IX 
in their MIDLANTIC range XPE 5, in 1:43 scale either the 
Crystal Palace or the 1955 Le Mans versions are the 
most popular . Quite a few years ago when tethered rac-
ing was popular, Vic Smeed issued plans for a wooden a 
1:12 scale IX powered by a tiny 1.6cc motor (see       
previous article). 

 

 

 

You don’t have to look far when it comes to the  Lotus 
Eleven being modelled in several scales with 1:43 being 
the most popular offering of this curvaceous little sports 
car with larger versions in 1:18 and if you take function 
and form to the next level, even under the skin the Eleven 
has an elegance about its chassis and it’s purposeful 
Coventry Climax engine as demonstrated by Peter       
Pedroza’s exquisite Eleven rolling chassis complete with 
its De Dion rear end  and its tiny Lotus key fob . By 1958, 

Chapman had delivered the Kirwan-Taylor Lotus Elite, 
arguably the prettiest GT car of all time matching  
success on the racetracks to its sleek lines on the 
road and  again has been well served by the model 
makers. One early kit by KOGURE in 1:20  is so rare it 
can fetch several hundred pounds if you ever get 
lucky enough to find one, I certainly wouldn’t ask less 
than £400. PROFIL24 from Le Mans, quite naturally 
specialise their models around the Le Mans 24 hour 
race. In 1:24 scale, their Eleven and Elite are super 
resin models requiring only a modicum of specials 
skills to build them. 

Vic Smeed’s plans published in Model World 

Midlantic Lotus XI 1:43 scale 

1:8 Scratch built Lotus Eleven Chassis, beauty 
under the skin 



Form and function continued…………………………. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Into the sixties and Chapman became eponymous with 
sleek and pretty grand prix cars in their purest form, low 
with small frontal area and cigar shaped with an engine 
at the back. 21, 25, 49 all lay claim to be the most   
technologically advanced formula one cars of their day 
and each on of them pure Lotus to be copied by all. The 
ground-breaking Lotus 25 and Lotus 49 have has been 
given the model treatment in all scales and media right 
from 
the 
tiny 

Matchbox and Corgi Diecast through to the ubiquitous 
TAMIYA   
Lotus 25 
and up to 
the 1:12 
scale       
version in 
resin and 
white metal 
from MG MODEL . Later this year a collaboration between   
TAMIYA and EBBRO will bring us the Lotus 33 stablemate of the 
25 in 1:20 scale which appears to be a reworking of  the  
TAMIYA 25 but nevertheless has been long awaited. The 1:12  
BANDAI Lotus 33 has been around for many years and is a  
reasonable kit albeit with heavy chrome plating on many parts 
and a set of wheels and tyres that didn’t really match scale. 
The 33 has to be included in the line up of pure form linked to 
function…….. 

1:20 Scale KOGURE Elite, quite a rare scale 
for a sports car kit. Expect to pay several 

hundred pounds if you want to own one of 
these early rarities 

1:24 Resin Elite from the 1959 LeMans 234 
Hour Race in which Jim Clark made his 

LeMans debut 

Spark resincast Lotus Eleven Le Mans Club 
version in 1:18 scale 

MG Model Plus Lotus 25 1:12 scale 

Dating from 1967, the 1:12 Lotus 33 
from Bandai looked great on the box . 
Perhaps we are spoiled by the         
technology that exists nowadays that 
gives us such super detail? 



Form and function continued…………….. 

The Lotus 25 and the 49 are in my opinion, the true image of a grand prix car in its purest form, unfettered by 
later aerodynamic and safety appendages as the 49 for example, which sprouted bits as it was developed. No 
surprise that they were both the class of the field     
during their time. If it looks right, it probably is, has  
always been a well-known adage and models of the 49 
by EBBRO in 1:20 scale and the ever-popular TAMIYA 
1:12 big scale reflects that and make great replicas . 
For the TAMIYA 49 that is as far as it goes in that their 
later “49B” versions are just 49s passed off as 49Bs 
with only the windscreen surround and the nose cone 
giving a nod to the actual car. The suspension and rear 
end are pure 49. 

Aerodynamics played a huge part in the subsequent 
chapter of Lotus with cars always starting off in their 
original form of clean functional lines as the design 
intended and clearly demonstrated by the TAMEO    
Lotus 56 in 1:43 scale but then necessity almost always spoiled the good looks. The clean wedge shape and 

four-wheel drive were almost perfect for the Indy 500 with only a   
‘ten-bob’ fail safe shaft that saw the 56, snatch defeat from the jaws 
of victory  and thus getting in the way of history. By the time the car 
entered the F1 arena it had sprouted front and rear wings breaking 
the initial form. Since then, 
the Lotus 72 continued the 
wedge theme but also 
evolved from its original 
launch set up but in a way 
that added beauty rather 
than take it away, by the 
time the 72 won its first 
world championship, the 

iconic shape and form was entrenched in formula one folklore. 
Modelled in all scales, and all liveries, the high point will be the  
expected launch by POCHER of the 1:8 scale version in early 2022. 

Beyond the 72, both the 76 and the 77 started lives in a much 
sleeker and 
more purposeful guise than as they finished, the 76 in 
particular, looked the part , had all the gear but no idea 
so to speak and by the German Grand Prix of that year 
looked an absolute dog. 

the Lotus 80 was the same, born to be pure in            
aerodynamic form, it to quickly sprouted wings.         
However, model makers tended to start with the original 
format such as this 1:20 scale version from Studio 27 

Sleek lines of the Lotus 49 unfettered by aero    
appendages 

A Cheap phosphor-bronze shaft 
robbed us of history. But then again, it 

would be banned anyway 

Never far from it’s original concept in 
looks, the sleek black livery           
contributed to it’s beauty 

Theory makes for slender lines, in practice, the     
complicated curves of the sliding skirts were way    
beyond current technology of the period so large    
canard wings had to happen turning theoretical     
success into mundane conventional struggle.  Lotus 
80 (left). 



Form and Function continued………………. 

Although short lived, the Lotus 79 must rank as  one of the purest, ending its days pretty much in the same 
shape as when it started and rightly earning its Black Beauty sobriquet.  I mentioned copies earlier, if you 
painted the 1979 Williams and Tyrrell black, it would be difficult to tell the difference  from the obvious copies 
they were.  

Whether something is beautiful or not is subjective but 
many cars out of the Lotus stable were just that. I must 
say, and I know lots will disagree with me, but  I have 
never been drawn to the late 70s early 80s road cars 
regarding them as a bit “brutalist” in styling reflecting 
automotive thinking of the time. The huge wedge of    
Lotus 78 also reflects that era but here Chapman     
managed to produce a very striking looking car which 
some favour above the 79 for function and form. Before 
that, any suggestion of brutalism needs to be directed to 
the four wheel drive episode of Indy and Formula one, 
the 63 and 64 were both complex machines requiring 
some radical engineering solution to make them work 
which then of course had to be clothed in bodywork,  
neither of which , especially the 64 can be described as 
elegant, especially when compared to the 56 (below). 

It is hard to single out what is elegant over what looks            
purposeful and therefore attractive in the grand prix cars that 
followed on and here again, this is my own view but I think you 
have to go to Elio’s Austria winning Lotus 91 to find another  
perfect blend of form and function . Most of the subsequent 
Lotus grand prix cars looked both purposeful, pretty and        
aggressive in their own ways whilst the Elise    stable of road 

cars          
maintained 
the stylish 
functionality 
by which most 
road going 
Lotus are judged. Who can say about the new Evija? Sleek? 
Most definitely, functional good looks? Most definitely,      
pretty? That’s for you to judge, but it is fair to say that those                            

 

 

wonderful model makers and manufacturers  have  
provided us with a huge platform on which to base our 
opinions. 

 

Black Beauty, it’s looks and form endured  
throughout it’s brief  career but provided yet      

another  Chapman inspired paradigm shift in race 
car design.  



Tameo Lotus 99T SLK086 

I am very pleased to feature another magnificent kit from TAMEO, this time it is the turn of the Lotus 99T   
driven to glory by Ayrton Senna in 1987. The car featured is the 1987 Monaco Grand Prix winner and is built 
by Australian, Micheal Kelly. Images are used with his kind permission. 

 
The kit is from the TAMEO Silverline range (SLK), generally, the 
Silverline Kits are produced using no opening or removable   
panels and whilst the end result is a super model, they are     
suitable for the modeler who perhaps has less experience. It 
comes in the the traditional cardboard box and contains all the 
components necessary to build the model with the exception of 
glue. This kit will produce either the Ayrton Senna or the Saturo 
Nakajima versions from the 1987 Monaco Grand Prix. 
 
One of the distinguishing features of a TAMEO kit is the colour 
instruction manual that guides the modeller step by step in all 
the assembly phases and with clear indications of the colour to 

be used for each component. So often you will have read how sadly lacking the instructions can be in kits 
much more expensive than those from TAMEO so it is good to see how much importance TAMEO take to     
ensure the modeller has every opportunity of producing an excellent model.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A good set of decals will enhance any model and TAMEO who also print there own ensure great quality and 
ease of application. 
 
Assembly of any kit requires patience and it is essential that everything fits together before  you decide to fix a 
part or paint anything. On white metal and resin kits, just as with injection moulding, the components may 
have ‘flash’ to remove or split lines to hide where the mould has been joined. Such is the quality of TAMEO 
kits, there is very little cleaning up of parts required and as this next sequence of pictures show, the parts  
assemble very well. 

 
 
 

  

  



TAMEO Lotus 99T continued…………….. 

 The front suspension of the 99T shows a mixture of 
white metal components like the hub carrier and the 
top wishbone but with a photoetched bottom wishbone. 
Steering arms are also in photoetched stainless steel. 

Preparing the components for painting means     
spending some time cleaning up the components to a 
decent surface finish. By its nature white metal casting 
can have imperfections such as porosity, but because 
of the skills used by TAMEO this is usually very little and 
easily compensated with a small amount of model   
putty. 

Once prepared for painting, Michael advocates the use 
of Tamiya metal primer followed by a couple of coats of 
Tamiya grey fine primer/ surfacer with each coat lightly 

sanded, followed by a couple of coats of Tamiya white fine primer, this is especially relevant when the final 

colour is light. Camel Yellow in this case,  Michael favours an airbrush and starts with panel joints and corner 
to ensure coverage. Several light coats and sanding /polishing will give you a great finish to apply the decals 
to the finished parts. 

You can see from this sequence of pictures that before painting, all the off the fixing holes have been checked 
to ensure they are open and that the appropriate component part fits prior to offering it for paint. Applying the 
decals at this stage rather than wait until the assembly is complete. You will also notice that Michael uses a 
slave component fixed under the body casting to hold the body whilst he uses the airbrush ensuring as well 
that he is using gloves. You should also consider a face mask when painting especially if your spray area isn’t 
well ventilated. 

 



TAMEO LOTUS 99T Continued……………... 

This is usually the point where modelers start to indulge themselves in some extra detailing even though the 
kit is very well detailed from the start. Adding extra carbon fibre and aftermarket seat belts  will further        
enhance the build. 

TAMEO isn’t just a maker and seller of 
fabulous model kits, they have developed 
a worldwide following and their website 
offers several tutorials, edited by Michael 
each one with step by step tips on how to 
successfully build 1:43 scale models. 

I think you will agree that the 99T built by Michael looks fantastic, you can see many of his builds on the 

TAMEO website. 

My thanks to LUCA TAMEO for providing the information and 
details of the Lotus 99T and also to Michael Kelly for the     
pictures. You can find details of all TAMEO 1:43 model kits at 
their website along with a list of distributors in your country. 
For the UK, in the north MM Cars and in the south Grand Prix 
Models are your best bets. Expect to pay around £75 for this 
model, it is then up to you to produce this stunner. 

 

 

www.tameokits.com 



Lotus model news 

We have to go as far back as Volume 8 issue 4 since I last brought you an update on Paul Munby’s 1:20 scale 
resin kit of the Lotus 63. Back then Paul was right into prototyping and mastering the parts ready to mould 
into resin kits. Unfortunately some family health issues have intervened and quite rightly, Paul has dedicated 
most of his time to those. Fortunately for us, it is nice to see Paul is back in circulation and it looks like he has 

been busy during his extended ‘downtime’ and      
finished the masters. Not only that, he has made 
some modifications to his original plans and created 
removable top body and engine covers and a          
removable nose cone thus paving the way to adding 
more detail. Paul sent me this update picture of   
components awaiting final mould making. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

His project seems to coming along nicely and I am sure 
there will be a lot of interest when it becomes available. 

 

The latest foursome from the superb TECNOMODEL stable of 1:18 scale resincast Formula Cars are four 
versions of the 1981 Lotus 87.  Although the most sophisticated ‘conventional’ Lotus ground effect car 
since the game changing Lotus 79, the 87 was in reality a stop-gap car developed in parallel with the unique 
and controversial twin chassis Lotus 88, at that time whilst not yet proven to be ineligible, was not allowed 
to race. The four resincast models planned for release by TECNOMODEL include the Monaco car #11 of Elio 
De Angelis which qualified sixth but retired with engine failure. After Monaco, the cars returned to the       
familiar John Player Special livery, the  next model is from the British Grand Prix of that year which saw Colin 
Chapman withdraw his entry following the black flagging of his 88 leaving the team with only the 87 spare 
which Nigel Mansell had hoped to race for his first home event but had to settle for a practice run only, his 
car was in the Courage brewery livery which was a company belonging to the Imperial Group that included 
John Player & Sons. The two other models 
will be the #11 car driven by Elio at the 
Italian Grand Prix to eleventh place and 
the #12 car driven by Nigel Mansell at the 
Caesars Palace Las Vegas Grand Prix  
which ended the 1981 season, claiming a 
decent fourth place from a ninth slot on 
the staring grid. 

No release date is forthcoming yet, but all 
four models are available for pre-order, 
and you can expect a high level of         
accurate detail for your money to        
complement your burgeoning collection of 
1:18 Lotus grand prix cars. 

 



Lotus model news  continued…... 

Each year there are a couple of important trade shows where manufacturers show off of their latest scale 
model temptations and then leave us drooling for months or even years before they hit the market. Nurenburg 
and Shizuoka are the two major venues which, sadly have been curtailed this last year by the ‘you know what 
virus’. Shizuoka went ahead as a trade only show with no general visitor day or model building area that      
normally attracts thousands of enthusiasts. The show is organised by the Shizuoka Model Teaching             
Cooperative, Shizuoka being the ‘home’ of plastic model kits in Japan, and showcases the best of Japan’s 
model makers with hundreds of new mouth-watering kits in most disciplines. It has important implications for 
model distributors and model fans around the world, its representative is Mr Shunsaku Tamiya who just      
happens to be the chairman of TAMIYA and was keen for the 59th Show to go ahead even though restricted to 
trade only. 

For Lotus fans, two significant models were given their public debuts: For many years the TAMIYA 1:20 scale 
Lotus 25 has tempted modellers to use their skills and produce modified versions as the Lotus 33. Now     
following collaboration with EBBRO, that torment is almost over and a Lotus 33 is set to arrive in the shops. 
The model retains the base monocoque and its Coventry Climax 1.5 Litre FMWV engine but will have the     
addition of new body and suspension parts, wheels and tyres manufactured by EBBRO. It will be joint branded 
and is expected this summer ( about now then). 

 

On a personal note, I think the 25 has cleaner lines with the up and over megaphone exhaust and taller     
thinner wheels. With the 33 however, the later engine with flat plane crank put paid to the fancy exhaust and 
gave the 33 a more truncated look. A brilliantly successful car, it contributed to Jim Clark’s most successful 
season in 1965 and is a neat looking car in its own right 

The next Lotus kit offering given its public debut at Shinuoka is the Lotus 99T in the big scale of 1:12 and      
modelled  by BEEMAX . A model company 
that won’t be too familiar to us  for       re-
leasing our favourite models of Lotus types 
but inevitably, it will be popular and despite 
vowing to cut back on model   purchasing, no 
doubt my name will be on one just as soon 
as the retailers set out their pre-order in-
structions. This 1:12 scale  model has been 
awarded preliminary approval by Classic 
Team Lotus for the CAD design  based on the 
design drawings of Lotus 99T  chassis No. 4. 
No release date as yet but one to watch and 
for the brave. Winning twice and gaining six 
more podium places in the hands of Ayrton 
Senna in 1987. The 99T gave Team Lotus 
it’s last ever grand prix win (not counting the 
modern era wins by Raikonen in the Enstone 
entered Lotus badged car). The 99T in its 
striking Camel yellow will look brilliant. 



Lotus model news 

Legal stuff  - Kit Lotus is copyright  and published by J Thornhill , Nottingham, NG16 3DQ. Contact us at mail@kitlotus.com or visit 
www.kitlotus.org Kit Lotus is copyright and may not copied  by any means  either mechanical or electronic, without the expressed 
permission of the author. Kit Lotus may contain images that are copyright to third parties other than Kit Lotus. There  is no deliberate 
intention by Kit Lotus to infringe any copyright and  any  such infringements will be removed immediately on request. We welcome 
links to appropriate websites  but we will not be liable for damages of any kind arising out of such access to third party websites or  to 
our website , or any inability to access  third party websites or our website or your reliance on the information  contained within our 
website or third party websites Clicking on links from www.kitlotus.org will take you to other websites of which we take no               
responsibility. We will use every reasonable effort to include accurate and up to date information, in all of our publications  but neither 
make  nor imply any warranties or representations as to the accuracy or completeness. Kit Lotus has  no affiliation , implied or      
otherwise, with Group Lotus and its companies or any other official  or unofficial group or entity.  

I’ve been in contact with Simon Owen who is the Senior 
Marketing Executive and Product Researcher at the 
Hornby Hobbies Group about progress of the POCHER 
1:8 scale Lotus 72D. 

Simon told me “ it is still progressing, but we expect the 
delivery to be now into the early part of 2022, but we are 
still awaiting exact dates. The design is a long and highly 
detailed task!” 

This does allow us of course some extra time to save our 
cash for this exciting model. Simon sent us a couple 
more images to whet our appetites. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Save the date 11th September  Kit 
Lotus back on tour 

Some sad but understandable news arrived from 
AUTOMODELLO announcing the cancellation of 
their 1:8 scale Lotus Europa (Kit Lotus Vol 11    
issue 6). 

CEO Jim Cowen told me “More than anything the 
pandemic made us change our focus on what 
we do and do not produce.  Plus sometimes 
you can’t have singular love for a certain Lotus 
drive your business though it may drive your 
passion.” 

A 1:8 scale Lotus Europa was a brilliant concept 
but, Jim must put his business first, I’m sure all Kit 
Lotus readers will want to wish AUTOMODELLO and 
all other model manufacturers the best of fortune 
as we exit these strange times. Who knows?  
Hopefully the Europa may re-appear in stronger 
market times. 

I keep dropping hints about this one but nobody    
appears to be speculating what is it? what scale? 
and who is building it? The only mega clue  I am   
prepared to give is that it is up t’north. 


